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Signal Detection of Rotational Processes and 
Frequency Demodulation* 
JAMES TING-Ho Lo 
Division of Mathematics and Physics, University of Maryland Baltimore County, 
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 
A signal detection problem for continuous rotational processes i formulated 
by using H. P. McKean's trick of "injection." Both the sensor and the signal 
dynamics are described by bilinear 3 × 3-matrix Ito differential equations, 
where noise can be viewed as entering multiplicatively. The injection is shown 
to be bijective. This facilitates the derivation of a likelihood ratio formula in 
terms of updated observation. The least-squares estimation required in the 
formula can be solved analogously. These results are then applied to signal 
detection from frequency-modulated carriers. In particular, the likelihood 
ratio for a frequency-shift-keyed binary communication problem is evaluated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In topics such as frequency modulation and demodulation, frequency 
stability, satellite attitude control, and gyroscopic analysis, etc., the natural 
state space is a rotation group. A class of estimation and control problems 
on the two-dimensional rotation group, SO(2), has recently been investigated 
in Lo and Willsky (1972, 1973), where an effective synthesis procedure 
for estimation and control was obtained. It is the purpose of this paper 
to formulate and study, in the same spirit, a detection problem of stochastic 
processes on the three-dimensional rotation group, S0(3), and to illustrate 
its application to frequency demodulation. 
McKean (1960) constructed Brownian sample paths on SO(3). The idea 
he used there is generally known by differential geometrists as "rolling 
without slipping." In this paper the same idea is used to formulate a mathe- 
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matical model for our study of signal detection. The model consists of a 
sensor and a signal dynamic equations, both being bilinear in form. And 
the noise can be viewed as entering multiplicatively. 
It is shown in this paper that this construction procedure can be reversed. 
In fact, these two procedures induce two "almost surely" bijective mappings 
between a vector-valued and a matrix-valued function spaces, one being 
the inverse of the other. The bijectivity greatly simplifies the detection 
problem. It enables us to evaluate the likelihood ratio in a vector space, 
where the detection theory is much better developed. 
Thus a likelihood ratio formula of the hypothesis that the signal is present 
to the hypothesis that it is absent is derived as a function of the updated 
observation. Just as in the vector space case (see Duncan (1968) and Kailath 
(1969)), its evaluation hinges on the least-squares estimation. 
When the signal is a linear diffusion process, the idea of using the bijective 
mappings to work in a vector space also leads to a finite dimensional filtering 
equation for evaluating the least-squares estimate. 
To illustrate the application f these results, the detection ofthe modulating 
signal in white Gaussian noise from the frequency-modulated carriers is 
considered. Frequency modulation may be viewed as a perturbation of a 
constant rotation on the unit circle S 1. Therefore this detection problem 
can be studied in the previously set up framework. Following the established 
recipe the likelihood functions for both the deterministic and stochastic 
signals are obtained. A frequency-shift-keyed binary communication problem 
is easily seen to be a special case of this detection problem. The likelihood 
ratio of the presence of digit one to the presence of digit zero is evaluated 
in particular. 
2. SENSOR DYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
A continuous process of rotation of a rigid body is usually described 
by a continuous 3 × 3-orthogonal-matrix-valued function of time. Intu- 
itively, if we record, continuously in time, the three angles which the 
rotational process has swept around any three orthogonal axes, we should 
also get an exact description of the rotational process. I f  the evolution of 
the three angles follows that of a standard 3-vector Brownian motion, the 
corresponding rotational process can well be defined as a rotational Brownian 
motion. This is exactly what McKean (1960) did to construct Brownish 
motions on the 3-dimensional rotation group, SO(3). 
In this Section, we will use the same idea to formulate a sensor dynamic 
equation on SO(3) to be used in this paper. 
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The three-dimensional rotation group, S0(3), can be identified as the 
set of 3 × 3 orthogonal matrices (of determinant q-1). The Lie algebra L
of SO(3) is the set of the 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrices with the Lie 
bracket defined by [A, B] = AB -- BA, for A, B 6L. The infinitesimal 
rotations R1, R2, and R 3 about the three standard orthogonal axes, 
e 1 - -  [1, 0, 0]', e 2 = [0, 1, 0]', e 3 = [0, 0, 1]', are given by 
[i ° i] [i°!] [Z 1i] R 1 = 0 - -  , R~ = 0 , R 3 = 0 . 
1 - -  0 0 
They form a basis of the Lie algebraL. L is related to SO(3) via the exponential 
map 
exp(A) = ~ (A~/n!), for A ~L, 
n~>0 
and the logarithm map 
ig (B)= ~ (--1)~-~(B--I)~/n, for BeL  and [B - - I [< I  , 
n~>l 
where I denotes the identity matrix. 
A continuous curve in SO(3) may be represented by a 3 × 3-orthogonal- 
matrix-valued continuous function A on a closed interval T = [0, s] of R 1, 
the real line. We assume that the initial value d(0) ~- I ,  without loss of 
generality, since we may always transform the coordinate system {e 1 , e 2 , ea} 
by a rotation to achieve this assumption. 
Let, 
(~, d ,  p)= 
G= 
C 2 
G= 
a probabil ity space, 
the family of continuous 3-vector-valued functions a on T 
with initial value a(0) = 0, 
the family of continuous 3 × 3-orthogonal-matrix-valued 
functions A on T with initial value A(0) = I, 
the family of continuous 3 × 3-skew-symmetric-matrix- 
valued functions B on T with initial value B(0) = 0, 
the Borel ~-field of C i ,  for i = 1, 2, 3, 
a standard 3-vector Brownian motion on (f2, d ,  P), 
[ ] = "the integral part of," 
[M] i  j = the i × j th  component of the matrix M. 
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Assume that the message process (sensor input) m is a 3-vector-valued 
measurable stochastic process independent of w, and that the three-angle 
evolution y of the sensor output (a rotational process) can be written as 
the following Ito differential equation: 
dy(t) =- re(t) dt -f- Q1/2(t) dw(t) 
where Q: T * R t is Borel-measurable and bounded, 
(1) 
L] Q~/Z(t)[I z z~ tr Q1/2(t)(Q1/2(t))' ~ q ,  for t ~ T. 
Let the measure on (Cz, ~1) induced by y be denoted by/zu.  
Let H~: C 1 --+ C a be defined by 
(2) 
(Hn(a))(t) = 1, (t = O) 
= exp [~~ (ai(t) --ai(12-n))R,] (Hn(a))(12-n), (t ~ O, l=  [2nt]), 
L~ 
(3) 
for a = [.~, .~, a~]'~ C~. We will now show that {H~(~)} converges 
on T to a continuous function H(a) e Ca for almost all a e C 1 with respect 
to/x~. Let 
K(A) A E YdA) R, z~ ~ (ydt) _ y,(12-~))R, 
i i 
and 
Then 
Y~(t) A= (Hn(y))(t): 
Y.(t) -- Y~(/2 -~) ---- (exp[K(A)] -- I) Y,(/2-"). 
Recall the following oscillation property [McKean (1969), p. 57] 
[ l Y(t2)-  y(tl)[ ] 1. P lim sup ~ max I[ Q1/2(~.)112 ~ Q _ 
kt=t2-tz$O (2t lg(1/t))l/z ¢<t 
O<~tx<t2<~s 
It is clear that up to terms involving K3(A) (of magnitude <2-~/8), 
Y.(t) -- Y~(12-") = (K(A) + (1/2)K2(A)) Y.(/2-'~). 
By simple calculations, 
[--(y22(A) q- ys~(A)) y~(A) y~(A) 
K2(A) = [ y~(A) yl(A) --(y32(A) -t- y~(A)) 
t y3(~)y~(~) y3(~) y~(~) 
(4) 
Y2(A) Y3(A) [. 
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Thus the definition of the Ito integral eads at once to the conjecture that 
y zx lim~_,o~ Y~ is the solution of 
1 M(t)dt) Y(t), dr(t) = (2 R dy (t) + 
Y(O) = i,  
(5) 
where 
[--(02~(t) ÷ 0~(t)) 01~(t) 013(t) ] 
M(t) ~ | Q~l(t) --(03~(t) + •n(t)) ~2a(t) |. 
k 0~l(t) Q~(t) --(0n(t) + 02~(t))J 
(6) 
Following closely the approaches used in McKean (1960) and keeping 
in mind the assumption (2) and the oscillation property (4), we may come 
to the following conclusions. 
(i) There exists one and only one solution to the stochastic matrix 
differential equation (5). 
(ii) The solution can be expressed as an almost surely convergent 
series as follows. 
Y=~ On, 
n >~O 
Oo(t  ) = I. 
(iii) The sequence {Y,,} converges to the solution Y of (5) uniformly 
on T almost surely. In other words, {H~(a)} converges uniformly on T to a 
continuous function H(a) ~ C2 for each element a of a ~l-measurable s t 
B 1 C C 1 such that/%(B~) = 1. 
(iv) Y(t) Y '(t)=I,  almost surely. In other words, Y is a 3 × 3- 
orthogonal-matrix-valued random function. 
Substituting (1) into (5), we obtain 
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dY(t) = (2 M(t) dt + ~ Rimi(t ) dt -~- ~ R i ~ ~i~l/3(t) dwj(t)) Y(t) 
i i j 
= l~ M(t)dt @ L--m2.(t) [ O3(t) --m3(t)ml(t )0  --ml(t)|o Jm2(t)] dt 
0 
I/2 + 2(~3j (t) dw~(t) 
J 
1/2 --~Q2J (t) dwj(t) 
J 
1/2 1/2 -ZQ3~ (t)dw~(t) 2 Q2~ (t) dw~(t)- 
J J 
0 --~Ql~2(t)dwj(t) 
J 
• 01/2rt ~ dwj(t) 0 ~l J  k ] 
J 
Y(t), 
Y(0) = I, (7) 
where O~! 2 denotes the i × jth component of Q1/2. This equation is the ,~Zg 
mathematical model of the sensor to be used. We note that the equation is 
bilinear in form, and that the observational noise, ~1/2 dw, can be viewed 
as entering multiplicatively. The term, ½M dt, is introduced to keep the 
evolution of Y on SO(3) when the equation is interpreted as an Ito dif- 
ferential equation. In fact it is precisely the second-order correction term 
that arises in Ito differential calculus. 
The operator H = limn_>, H~ is the so-called product integral operator, 
which is usually used to solve matrix differential equations [Schlesinger 
(1931, 1932)]. Its application here to induce a sensor dynamic equation 
on SO(3) yields a random matrix differential equation (5), which is a global 
representation f the induced process rather than usual local representations 
for random processes on differential manifolds and Lie groups as presented 
in Ito (1950ab). This feature is obviously important in order to draw useful 
results for engineering purposes. 
3. EVALUATION OF LIKELIHOOD RATIOS 
In this section, we will derive a likelihood ratio formula for the null 
hypothesis H0 that the message process m is absent against he alternative 
hypothesis H~ that m is present, using the sensor dynamic equation (7). 
Thus the two hypotheses to be considered can be described by the following 
bilinear matrix Ito differential equations on T = [0, s]: 
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HI :dY  = (~ Mdt + ~i Rimidt @ ~ Ri ~ ~*JOU2dw'~'] Y (8) 
Ho:dY= (1 Mdt + ~ Ri~Q~J2d%)Y, (9) 
and the initial condition for both equations is Y(0) =/ .  
Let the measures on (C 2 , ~)  induced by Y under H 1 and H 0 be denoted 
by v 1 and v o , respectively. From measure-theoretic viewpoint, the problem 
is to evaluate the Radon-Nikodym derivative dvl/dv o in the measurable 
space (Ca, ~2), if it exists. 
Our approach to evaluate dvl/dv o will be made clear by invoking the 
following lemma, which is an immediate xtension of Lemma 3 in Skorokhod 
(1965, p. 99). 
LEMMA 1. Let 01 and 02 be any random objects (random variables, random 
processes, random fields, or generalized random functions) taking value in 
the same measurable space ((9, 0.), O. being a a-field in O. Let f be a measurable 
mapping from (0, 0.)  into another measurable space (A, A.), and A 1 z f(01) 
and A~ = f(O~). Let the measures on (0, (9.) and (A, A.)  induced by 0 i and )~i 
be denoted by ~i and ~7i, respectively, for i = 1 and 2. I f  ~1 ~ ~2, then 
~71 ~ ~2 and 
(d~71/d,?2)(h) = E(d~l/d~ [a(f))(h), a.s. (r]2) (10) 
where a(f) denotes the a-subfield of (9, generated by f. 
If, in addition, f is bijective, a.s. ({:2) then 
(d~l/&72)(A)=(d~l/d~2)(f-l(A)), a.s. (~72). (11) 
Proof. Let A ~ A , ,  then 
~I(A) = ~t(f-~(A)) 
= foeFl(A) d~l (0) 
= fOef I(A)E (~21i a(f))(0)d~2(O ) 
C [d l a(f)) (A) d~h(h), 
completing the proof of (10). 
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I f f  is bijective, then a( f )  = O,  and 
E(d~l/d( 2 I a(f))(A) = (d~a/df2)(f-l(h)), 
completing the proof of (11). 
Identifying (0, 0 . )  = (C1, ~1), (A, A . )  = (C2, ~2), f ~- H, ~ : va, 
and 72 = v0, in view of Lemma 1, we note that the evaluation of dvl/du o
can be made in the vector-valued function space, C 1 , if H is bijective a.s. 
(u0). We will prove this bijective property later and use it now to derive 
a formula for the likelihood ratio dua/du o . To do this, we first note that if 
dy(t) = Q1/2(t)dw(t), then Y ~ H(y) satisfies (9). Let the measure on 
(C1, ~1) induced by this y be denoted by/~w. It is well known (see Duncan 
(1968) and Kailath (1969)) that if fo m'Q -am dt < ~,  a.s. (P), for a ~ Ca, 
d~ [ l fo"~'(t)Q-l(t)e(t)dt + ~i ] t  (a) = exp - -  ~ rh'(t) Q-~(t) da(t) (12) 
where rh(t) = E(m(t) ly ~, H11)(a*), H n denotes the hypothesis that y and m 
are related by (1), and a * is the restriction of a to [0, t]. Further identifying 
~1 = ~u and ~:2 =/Lw, in view of Lemma 1, we see that (dv~/dvo)(A) is 
equal to the right side of (12) with the function a replaced by H-I(A). Under 
the assumption that H is bijective a.s. (/%), it is easily seen from (5) that 
for almost all A e C 2 , 
(H-~(A))(t) 
• 21 M(-r) d~']2t].. (13) 
J0 [(dA(.)) A ' ( . )  - -  
Substituting this equation into (11), we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the two hypotheses, H 1 and Ho, on SO(3) described 
by the bilinear matrix Ito differential equations (8) and (9) on T, where the 
noise, w, is a standard 3-vector Brownian motion, and the signal, m, is a 
measurable stochastic process independent of w. I f  fo m'Q -lm dt ~ cx), a.s. (P), 
the likelihood ratio can be written as 
dud 1 s 
dv o (A )= exp 1--2 fo rht'Q-l(t)rhtdt + ~o rh~Q-a(t) da(t)} 
(14) 
da(t) = [IdA(t))A'(t) -- " 2 M(t) dt]32 , [(dA(t)) A'(t) --;- M(t) dtla3 , 
1 
1 M(t) dt]~l], [(dA(t)) A'(t) -- 
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where r~ is the conditional expectation E(m(t) ] yt, 1tl ) evaluated at A ~, the 
restriction of £1 to [0, t]. 
In stating Theorem 1, we used the equality, E(m(t) l y ~, Hn)(H-I(A))  = 
E(m(t) I Y~, H1)(A), which is an immediate consequence of the bijectivity 
of H. Therefore, the only thing left to do in proving Theorem 1 is to show 
that H is bijective. To do this we will construct he inverse operator, J, 
of H by defining an appropriate "inverse" operator J~ of H~. Let f /be  an 
element of C 2 and let n 1 be the smallest integer such that for all n /> n 1 
and 0 ~< i ~< [s2"], ] A((i 4- 1)2 -'~) A-~(i2 -") --  I I ~< 1. 
Define K~: Cz --+ C 8 by 
for n < n I , and 
(K,~(A))(t) = 0, 
(K~(A))(t) = O, (t ~ T), (15) 
(t = 0),  
(K~(A))(12 -'~) + lg(A(t) A-1(/2-')), (t >/0,  l = [2~t]), (16) 
for n ~> n 1 . 
Let J~: C 2 -+ C 1 be defined by 
(J~(A))(t) = [[(Kn(A))(t)]a2 , [(Kn(A))(t)]I~ , [(K,(A))(t)]~a ]' (17) 
for A e C 2 . We will now show that {Jn(A)} converges on T to a continuous 
function J(A) ~ C1, for almost all A with respect o the measure vl on (Ce, 5~2) 
induced by Y defined by (5). Let 
~ = {co c D I ] Y( i2-'~, ~o) y-~ ((i - -  1)2-% w) - -  I I < 1}, 
£2~ = {w E f2 I I Y(t, oJ)Y -~ (/2-", oJ) - -  I l < 1}, 
Recalling (5) and (6), it can be easily seen that 
lim P(~2n) = 1. 
n~oo 
For notational simplicity, we will denote (K,~(Y))(t) and 
(K(Y))(t) ~ --  ~ M(s) ds 4- (dY(s)) Y'(s) 
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by K~(t) and K(t), respectively. Let 
K~(t) A= ~ [_  ½ M(( i  --  1)2-~)2 -~ + (Y(i2 -n) - -  Y((i - -  1)2-")) 
i=1 
• Y-*((i - -  1)2-s)] -t- [-- ½ M(12-')(t - -  12 -s) 
+ (Y(t) --  Y(12-n))Y -~ (12-s)]. 
Then 
(18) 
g II K~(t )  - -  K(t)i l  2 : E[tr[Kn(t ) - -  K ( t ) ) (K~( t )  - -  K(t) ) ' ] ]  
E [] Kn(t ) - -  ]~(t)]] 2 -~- Ei] K~(t) -- K(t)IlL (19) 
Note that K~(t) = 0 on f2 -- £2~ by (15) and the definition of £2 s . Hence 
E H Ks(t) --  K.(t)il 2 = [ rl K.(t) - -  Ks(t)Jl ~ de + ( Ii K~(t)jl2 de. (20) 
o$2 n °tg-t)n 
By the definition of the Ito integral 
lim EII Ks(t) - -  K(t)[I ~ = 0. (21) 
It is easy to see 
lim J~( II Ks(t)l? dP ~ lira J~(-~ [[ K~s(t) -- K(t)[i 2 dP 
n~°° --~n /z-)co 
@ lim f [1K(t)li ~ dP (22) 
n~oo J t~n 
where the first term on the right-hand side vanishes because of (21) and 
the second term vanishes because lims_~ P(f2 -- Ds) = 0. Substituting (16) 
and (18) into the first term on the right-hand side of (20) yields 
fr~ [] Kn(t) - -  Ks(t)ll2 dr  
..~ --21 i 21/I((i- 1)2 -s) (i2 - "  - -  (i - -  1)2 -~) 
n i=1 
1 i (Y(i2-s) Y-1 ((i --  1)2-') --  I) 2 -- 1 M(12_~)( t _ /2_ .  ) 
@ 1 (y(t)y_~ (/2_s) _ i) z 
2 
dP 
+ i_ ~ ~, [(( -1)~-~/i)(Y(k2-s)Y-~ ((k -- 1)2-s)2 -s) --I)~] 
n k=l  i~3 
@ ~ [((--1)~-z/i)(Y(t)Y -1 (/2 ~) -  I)i] "]/2dp (23) 
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With a view to (5), it can be easily proved that 
(A ql K~(t) --  g~(t)[] 2de ---- 0. (24) lim 
n 
Combining (24), (22), (21), (20), and (19), we complete the proof of (K~(Y))(t) 
converging to (K(Y))(t) in quadratic mean. Hence there is a subsequence 
{n'} of {n} such that with probability one 
if0* f0* lim (K~,(Y))(t) -= (K(Y))(t) = -- ~ M(s) ds q- (dY(s)) Y-~(s). (25) 
In other words, {jr~,(A)} converges on T to 
J(A) = [[K(A)]~2 , [K(A)]la , IX(A)]21]' c Ci 
for each element A of a ~2-measurable s t t72 C C 2 such that vl(B2) = 1. 
Let us now summarize what has been done so far. Starting with a stochastic 
process y satisfying (1), we injected it into SO(3) via H such that Y = H(y) 
satisfies (5), and hence 
F /*  t ~t  
fi J x [ (dY(s ) )  Y ' ( s )  - M( , )  . 
The operator K was then constructed and it was found that K(H(y)) satisfies 
(25) and hence 
(](H(y)))(t) 
= [(dY(s)) Y'(s) -- M(s) ds]82, [(dY(s)) Y'(s) -- M(s) as]~, 
' ! 
Therefore J (H(y ) )=y ,  a.s. (/~), and thus J = H -1, a .s .  (//'1)" This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
In this section we have considered the detection problem of an arbitrary 
random signal m. When the signal m is deterministic, it can be easily seen 
that the likelihood ratio formula (14) remains unchanged simply with the 
estimate rh t replaced with the signal itself re(t). 
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4. LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION 
In view of Theorem 1, we notice that the valuation of the likelihood ratio 
hinges on the evaluation of the conditional expectation rkt = E(m(t) ] Y*, H1). 
We recall that under H1, 
dY  = Mdt + ~ Rimidt + Ri z=,. ~*~ ~1 Y, (26) 
i " 3 
Y(O) = I. 
The evaluation of rh~ is thus a nonlinear filtering problem. 
A special case of this problem, that on S 1, was considered and resolved 
in Lo and Willsky (1972). In this section, an analogous solution for (26) 
will be obtained by the use of the (almost surely) bijective mapping J. 
This is to be done under the assumption that, for t ~ T, 
re(t) = D(t) x(t), 
dx(t) = F(t) x(t) dt + G(t) dr(t), (27) 
x(O) = Xo, 
where x(t) is a random 3-vector; D(t), F(t) and G(t) are matrices of appro- 
priate dimension; v is a standard Wiener process; x 0 is a normal random 
vector; w, v, and x o are statistically independent. 
It is well known (see Kalman and Bucy (1960), or Bucy and Joseph (1968)) 
that ~h(t) ----- E(m(t) l y ~, Haa ) satisfies the following filtering equations, 
~h(t) = D(t) £c(t), 
d~(t) = F(t) ~(t) dt 4- P(t) D'(t) Q-l(t)(dy(t) -- D(t) ~(t) dr), 
P(t) = F(t) P(t) 4- P(t)F'(t) -- P(t) H'(t)Q-l(t) H(t) P(t) + G(t) G'(t), 
P(O) = E(xoXo' ). (28) 
As noted in the previous section, that 
E(m(t) l y ~, H11)(H-l(A)) = E(m(t) ] yt, H1)(A) 
is an immediate consequence of the bijectivity of H. Hence fit t can be 
sequentially evaluated through the following equations. 
fit t = D( t )~t , 
d~t = F(t)~tdt 4- P(t) D'(t) Q-l(t)(da(t) -- D(t)~tdt), (29) 
da(t) = [[(dA(t)) A'(t) -- ½ M(t) dr]32, [(dA(t)) A'(t) -- ½ M(t) dt]a 3 , 
[(dA(t)) A'(t) -- ½ M(t) dt]21]', 
where P satisfies (28). 
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5. SIGNAL DYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
In the previous sections, the message processes (sensor inputs) under 
consideration are in the form of 3-vector-valued (stochastic or deterministic) 
functions. In many practical situations, however, the natural state space 
of the message is SO(3). Among problems of this type are those of gyroscopic 
analysis, satellite attitude control, and phase demodulation. 
We recall that the essential idea used in the previous ections to construct 
sensor dynamics and to evaluate likelihood ratios is the almost surely one- 
to-one correspondence H between C 1 and C 2 . It is exactly the same idea 
that can be used to construct (or transform) message processes on SO(3) 
from (or into) processes on R ~, the Lie algebra of SO(3). 
For instance, a stochastic message process X can be constructed by 
injecting a 3-vector linear diffusion x into SO(3), x satisfying the following 
Ito equation. 
dx(t) = f(t) dt -+- F(t) x(t) dt + Ga/e(t) dr(t), (30) 
where v is a standard 3-vector Wiener process and f is a 3-vector deter- 
ministic function. It can be shown exactly as in previous sections that 
H: C 1 --+ C 2 is bijective almost surely with respect to the measure on (C 1 , ~1) 
induced by x, and that X-= H(x) satisfies the following bilinear matrix 
Ito equations. 
dX(t) = (N(t) dt @ ~ U~(t) xj(t) at @ Z V~(t) dye(t)) X(t), 
J J 
x(o)  = I, 
-- fo NI(7")dT]IS ' [~i (dX(7))X(T)- f~ Nl(7 ) dT]21]' , (31) 
where 
N = (1/2) N1 + N2, (32) 
X~ : | G21 --(Gz3 + Gn) G23 ],  (33) 
k G31 G3~ --(Gu -? G~2) 
N 2 = ~ RJ~,  (34) 
i 
Us = Z R'Fij , (35) 
i 
V~ = ~, R,[GI/2],j . (36) 
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We note that X is not a Markov process unless U ~ 0. In practice we 
may reverse the above construction by first writing down (31). The coef- 
ficients N~, Uj, Vj are determined irectly (perhaps by approximation) 
from physical analysis of the rotational signal, and N 1 is determined afterwards 
by Vj. Then if the sensor inputs are seen to be the three swept angles, 
such as in an integrating yroscope, then the message process x evolves 
in accordance with (30), of which the coefficients f, F, and G are determined 
by (32)-(36). 
If the signal process is deterministic, the above procedure is still valid 
with only slight modification. In fact, it can be shown that a differentiable 
3-vector-valued function a on T with bounded derivative d and zero initial 
value a (0)= 0 corresponds to one and only one differentiable 3 × 3- 
orthogonal-matrix-valued function A on T with bounded derivative A and 
identity initial value A(0) = I. A and a are related via the differential equation 
A(t) = (Y.i Ridi(t)) A(t). These can be proved, as with the stochastic ase, 
by constructing sequences K~(A) and H~(a) defined exactly as (16) and (3), 
and showing that their limits K(A) and H(a) exist, and that A = H(a) = 
H(K(~I)) satisfies A( t )= (~2~ R~d~(t))A(t). A rigorous proof for all these 
can be found in Lo (1973). 
6. APPLICATION TO FREQUENCY DEMODULATION 
Frequency modulation (Schwartz, 1970) may be viewed as a perturbation 
on a constant rotating motion on a circle S 1. We assume that the unmodulated 
carrier frequency is a constant e), the modulating signal process x is either 
deterministic or stochastic, and we may receive the frequency carriers 
Cos[f So (~o 4- x(t) + ~(t)) dt] and Sin[J" 0 (o) 4- x(t) 4- @(t)) dr, where @ is the 
white Gaussian oise. Our problem is to find the likelihood function for 
the presence of the signal process x. We will now formulate the problem, 
following the recipe established in the previous sections. The circle S 1 can 
be identified as 2 × 2 orthogonal matrices of determinant 4-1. The Lie 
algebra L of 31 is the set of the 2 × 2 skew symmetric matrices with the Lie 
bracket defined by [A, B] = AB-  BA for A, B~L.  The infinitesimal 
rotation is 
= 
It forms a basis of L, and L is connected to S t via the exponential map 
exp(A) = ~>o An~ n!, for A eL. Let re(t) = ~o + x(t). We may use all the 
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previous notations with simply the phrases "3-dimensional-vector-valued" 
and "3 × 3-dimensional" replaced by "real-valued" and "2 × 2-dimen- 
sional," respectively. Because S 1 is an abelian group, the injection operator J is 
considerably simpler than before. For ~ ~ C~, (J(~))(t) = exp({:(t)R). We 
note that if the signal x is present (H1) , 
Y(t) = exp (R fot (co + x(r) + ~(r)) dr) 
[ISin fo (co +*(~) + ~(~))d~, Cos fo (co +x(~)+ ~(~)) d~J, 
and if the signal x is absent (H~), 
~,~ - e~v (~ fo' ~ + ~ 4 
= [ ~°Sfo'~+~(~'~~ info ~
L -~°  fo '~ + ~(~ ~' ~o~ fo 
q 
(co + ~(~)) d~[. 
] (co + ~(~)) d~ 
Furthermore, these two hypotheses can be described by the following 
stochastic differential equations: 
Hi: dY(t) = Y(t) --co _ x(t) 
1 o ~ 0 do(t) ] (37) 
The measure induced on (C2, ~2) by H i will be denoted by vi for i = 1, 2. 
Our problem is to find the likelihood ratio dvx/dv z as a function of the 
observation Y, or equivalently the frequency modulation carriers given 
at the beginning of this section. Let us consider again the hypothesis H o 
that m ~ co + x is totally absent. As before, the measure induced on 
(C2, M~) by H 0 is denoted by v o . It is easy to see that (see Kadota and Shepp, 
1970) 
V 1 ~ V 0 ~ '  1' 2 (39) 
where ~ denotes the equivalenee of measures. 
643126/z-2 
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As in Theorem 1, if the signal process x is stochastic, for A ~ C2: 
I l l  s dv ° (A) -= exp - -2  o 
dv~ t l f0 ~  ° (A) -~ exp - -  
(co -}- k(t)) 2 dt+ ~i (oJ + Yc(t))[A'(t) dA(t)]12I, 
°J2dt + ~i oJ[A'(t)dA(t)]12 I. 
From (39), it follows, for A e C2, 
(av l /a , , ) (n)  = (a , l /a ,o) (n) / (a~;d,o) (n)  (40) 
] s s 
where ~(t) = E[x(t) l yt, H1](A)" 
A widely used method in binary communication is the frequency-shift- 
keyed modulation system (Schwartz (1970, p. 193)). In this system, if we 
want to send the digit zero, we transmit the unmodulated carrier Cos(~ot) 
on a certain time interval T = [0, s]. If we want to send the digit one, 
we transmit the frequency-shifted carrier Cos((w + A)t) on T, where 
A :/: 0 is a real number. Assume the observation noise which disturbs the 
carrier frequency is white Gaussian noise dJ, and the received carrier is 
Cos[f 0 (w + ~(t)) dr] or Cos[f s0 (w - /h  + dJ(t)) dt] for digit zero or the 
digit one respectively. If we are allowed a time delay of 7r/2 before computing 
the likelihood ratio, we can also obtain 
or  
(oJ + A -}- dJ(t)) dt -- 2]" 
Now it is clear that the concerned detection problem can be described 
by (37) and (38) with x(t) replaced by ~. Here / /2  denotes the hypothesis 
that the digit zero is transmitted and Ha denotes the hypothesis that the 
digi t one is transmitted. Using (40), we obtain immediately the following 
expression for the likelihood ratio: 
dv 1 1 1 F~ ) (~) = exp I - -~ (~ + 2~)s + ~ / [A'(*)dA(011~t. 
dr2 Jo ) 
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